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Reduce your threat of cardiovascular disease and diabetesThe tested recipes, tips and meal plans in this book can help
you prepare delicious dishes like Tomato Basil Zucchini Pasta, Cloud Bread and Chocolate Mug Cake, all while losing
weight and eating healthy.Dramatically reduce fat storage•The Ketogenic Mediterranean Diet plan will help you:•Switch
the way the body uses energy•End your carb cravings• Now, the innovative program in this book supercharges this time-
examined diet through the use of the scientifically proven fat-burning strategy of the ketogenic diet plan.COMBINE THE
LOW-CARB, FAT-BURNING KETOGENIC DIET WITH THE DELICIOUS, HEART-SMART MEDITERRANEAN LIFESTYLE ULTIMATE
HEALTHY EATINGThe heart-sensible and brain-healthy Mediterranean diet gives you an easy-to-follow way of life for
losing weight while enjoying sharp produce, freshly caught fish and healthy fats.
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Honest, detailed, tasty What I loved about this book was how honest it had been about the down sides of the ketogenic
diet plan. The guidance in this reserve is supported by what so far as i know appears to be sound research. Practically
everywhere you turn, you're surrounded by carbs. It wasn't as well jargon-y to understand, and I valued a full
explanation rather than some type of handwave-y psuedoscience. The information at the front of the reserve is very
comprehensive. The opening chapters explain ketosis, which is a state of nutrition you're trying to reach by third , diet,
and its benefits on health. Great purchase Love this publication. This was a smart choice by Santos-Prowse to get the
reader invested in the information he was about to lay out. Next, there is a group of pretty simple dishes that are based
not on impressing business but on feeding yourself conveniently and within the tenants of the diet. The entire
suggestions of Mediterranean “life style” changes are great inside our busy, fast-paced world. This is simply not the book
you were looking for This book, by Robert Santos-Prowse, a dietician, isn't what you need. But, like many people, I want
to consume healthier and lose excess weight, so I offered this one a go. I've read/browsed several diet and nutrition
books in my day time and this is definitely among the better ones. It isn't an easy one to follow, specifically this time of
year. The book is very well comprehensive, leaves no area for questions. Guess what happens to eat and what to avoid.
Other than many diet plan books that simply offer some recipes and basic tips, this book gives a great outline and is
more of an education than most diet books. If you're looking to make a life change instead of just adding a few healthy
foods to your life. Good book and some good recipes Good book plus some good dishes, especially the bread kinds.
However, the daily meal menues topping out at over 2,000 calories a day is definitely disasterous for a petite 74 year
aged who only must lose eight lbs. Ladies would gain weight on this quantity. It will be great if he had a menu strategy
scaled for women. It was recommended if you ask me by my doctor to help ease some ... I must say i appreciated the
specifics in this reserve. This diet is hard. Perfectly done. It was recommended if you ask me by my doctor to greatly
help ease some digestion problems I've been having during the last few years (yes." Nevertheless, I was pleased to find
that this reserve did a remarkable work in instructing me on the ways my digestive tract works, recommended some
tasty recipes to try out, and, most importantly, got me motivated to provide it a chance. I treat this as a great
introduction into a subject I knew nothing at all about. And the meals is really good. As an over-all thing, I have no idea
that I would recommend this DIET for everyone, but for everyone who occurs to have a cause to subscribe to this diet, I
would recommend this reserve. I trust this writer more than many diet advisers. And, on top of that, simple meals for
just one or two individuals and recipes without elaborate requirements of 50 different substances you will probably
never use again. Gives guidelines for fat, proteins and carb macros without saying low carbs, moderate protein and pour
on the fats. Thank you, Robert Santos-Prowse Trustworthy nutrition guidelines I tend to end up being highly skeptical of
diet books, because I feel like a lot of them are mostly BS. Seems Legit. I really like the different combinations he uses
to spell it out this diet. There's a significant section devoted to explaining how the dietary plan is backed up by way of a
medical understanding of how your body breaks down food. But it's properly placed for those who have put
conscientious eating somewhere on their list of New Year's Resolutions. Read this book Finally a Ketogenic
Mediterranean diet explained! The author actually drew me in by informing how he became interested in going keto...But
Not This One :) I'm not the best at dieting, there are way too many foods We "can't eat. years), and while the dietary
plan is incredibly helpful for improving my life and relationship with food, it doesn't mean that it's an easy task on a
regular basis. There's some great, petty easy recipes that are accessible and practical for feeding yourself in the
context of the diet. I look forward to trying even more recipes. Fantastic book Very understandable. Not really everyone
may understand that. Great recipes at the end too Awesome book. I really enjoyed reading this book. It breaks down our
body mechanics to raised understand how our body works. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who is
considering getting into the ketogenic way of life. I Hate Most Diets. Immediately I felt enjoy it was a different
encounter than some of the other books I've read--the author was fairly in advance about his reasons for getting into
nutrition and the actual fact that this is not a crash-course, instant-results diet plan. If you do not learn to eat low carb
you can not maintain in ketosis. Steve Parker, who also has an acclaimed cookbook, and I would recommend that. I
provide it 5+ stars! Good Info There is a large amount of good information in this book with interesting recipes and food
ideas. I also love that the Kindle edition is available so I don't have to try to carry much book with me all over the place!



It had been really fascinating to listen to an actual scientific break down of carbs, protein, amino acids, etc that I'd
always heard about in nourishment but had never really understood their romantic relationship one to the other. Great
combo of Mediterranean and ????. It's really hard. Does not add a Mediterranean Diet plan in this eating plan Do not
waste your time and effort or money upon this book. Seriously, from the fact that your tooth chew your food completely
down your intestine, as though that's why you purchased the book. Mediterranean diets back and forth in the book. Lots
of Information on the various Types of Mediterranean Diet plan Versions Contains a whole lot of information, just a little
confusing as he author discusses keto, low carb & Overall, there's a lot of books out about ketosis, but that one does all
you need at a minimal price. It's a little over 180 pages, and the initial 50 PAGES are how your digestive system works.
This is strictly a ketogenic diet that excludes many of the foods found in a Mediterranean diet. Yawn. No offense, but
stick with the initial by Dr. This publication helped me learn to eat low carb, loose excess weight, cook keto dishes, and
better understand my own body mechanics. He's the main one you need and he comes with an author's page right here
on Amazon Keto Med Diet Excellent Recipes Exceptional recipes for Keto Mediterranean Diet followers.
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